FROM WEST TO  EAST
bandages—that wasn't Nifonov. Nifonov was a skilled,
highly respected worker, who knew his job inside and
out, but this useless log couldn't even turn himself in
his bed—a nurse had to shift him. His spine became
numb from lying on his back, and an inflated rubber
ring was placed under him. A man lying helplessly,
able to do nothing, wanting nothing—what did it
matter what happened to him—whether he died or
lived?
The same old woman told Nifonov that a comrade
had carried him from the battlefield. She had heard
that the other man had been wounded too, but all the
same he had dragged Nifonov to the field dressing
station. "That was Semyon Bereza," thought Nifonov,
and asked:
"Is he alive?"
"Well, as for that, lad, what I don't know I can't
tell," replied the old woman.
One day they told him that he was being transferred
to another hospital in another town. He was dressed,
laid on a stretcher and carried outside. The fresh, clear,
hot air seemed to take hold of him, blind him. The wind
tore off his cap, and Nifonov had just time to catch it
before it flew away.
"Careful with the plaster," cried a nurse.
Nifonov, thunderstruck, looked at his hand, which
had suddenly begun to work. So it was true? So the
doctor had not been lying when he had said that gradu-
ally its strength would return? He was the real Nifonov?
The fresh air made him dizzy, his ears rang, he yawned
and began to doze on the stretcher. ...
The last doze, the last attack of blissful weakness. ...
In the train Nifonov roused completely. Waking, he
realized that he did not want to sleep any more, and
that he was very hungry. He felt himself the old, living,
real Nifonov, felt his former strength coming back to
him under the bandages and plaster. He lay there look-
ing at the ceiling, narrow boards laid accurately against
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